MTAC Focus Group Session Notes
Wednesday, January 12, 2022
Network Operations Focus Group
Mike Barber, VP Processing Operations & Maintenance
Robert Cintron, VP Logistics
Elvin Mercado, VP Retail and Post Office Operations
(Leslie Johnson-Frick, Dir. Post Office Operations)
Tom Glassman, MTAC Industry Leader

All Shapes

(Tom Glassman, MTAC Industry Leader)

DISCUSSION TOPIC – Peak Performance
•

•

Mike Barber – Overall Peak went very well, much better than the previous year. The previous year
obviously could not be used as a benchmark. The USPS is going through a “Hot Wash” process to evaluate
peak performance overall.
There were some opportunities identified around internal operational efficiencies that can be improved
upon however. There is a great starting point with the Industry Connect Dashboard which helps with
projections. Final “Hot Wash” reporting may be available in February (no date).

DISCUSSION TOPIC – Mail Transport Equipment (MTE)
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

MTE challenges. Still seeing delays in equipment. (IL for example) Using MTEOR with standing orders, yet
some of the minimum orders are not being filled.
Robert Cintron indicated the USPS purchased just over a million pallets last year. There's another
500,000 that we ordered that will come in over the next few months into the system. Inventory is
tracked.
Apparently, the central part of the country struggled.
Trying to get a balance and not a shortage of equipment. Also, quality of equipment is a concern.
As network changes continue to roll out, will empty equipment be tied up due to longer transportation?
Industry indicated that there was only one issue last year but this year there have been ongoing issues
since Labor Day.
Can there be “push” reports created versus logging into MTEOR every day?

ACTION ITEM
Overall Peak Performance
• Mike Barber mentioned the Postal “Hot Wash” process on Peak performance, once completed
can this be discussed with industry?
Communications
•

During the next/upcoming Peak, can there be two-way communications between industry and
USPS to allow industry to present issues that industry is seeing, but are not being measured or
seen by USPS?
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ACTION ITEM
MTE:
•

•

Tom Glassman: Forms to “reactivate” User Group #7 have been drafted and circulated. This
group should look at inventory reporting from both “hand off” to postal customers and “hand
off” to postal facilities.
The second major area to look at is quality reporting and the process for returning MTE.

Flats

(Kisgen/Kliewer, MTAC Industry Leaders)

DISCUSSION TOPIC- Periodicals
•

•

•
•

•
•

On “end to end” delivery for periodicals, the USPS is reporting 82% on time delivery that was shared
with us yesterday by Network OPS in their presentation. However, some facilities take 14 or more days
to deliver mail that's entered at the local entry point.
Mike Barber/Fontell responded that there is a thorough system of escalation once an issue is reported.
Contact the appropriate operation and personnel to do an investigation and determine the root cause.
Escalate those issues through the proper channels to get a resolution. PostalPro has contacts listed.
A question arose about a timeline for FSS “decommissioning” and changes to the L006 and L007.
Mike Barber spoke on the “right sizing” of FSS equipment to match the demand. There is not a timeline
that says by this date, we will no longer have FSS. The goal is to ensure that our equipment that is used
meets the demand. It’s possible to remove an additional 10 to 15 machines just due to lack of demand.
How does the industry measure performance after conversion from FSS? Up until peak there were biweekly meetings.
Follow up with Mike on future schedule, so that way software developers know when the change is
going to occur ahead of time.

Letters

(Marinelli/Ruppel, MTAC Industry Leader)

DISCUSSION TOPIC – Remittance Mail —industry concerned recent performance
•

•
•
•
•

Wendy Smith spoke of Remittance Mail and gradually seeing service worsen. In October and November
service was less than 80% on time. In December, it was less than 60% on time and now the first week of
January it's down to 55%. How much of that was due to peak capacity challenges?
Are STCs meeting service goals?
Robert Cintron responded that in some STCs were “staffing up” but the second week in December the
USPS was significantly fluid and remained fluid in the STC network. Industry should present specific data.
Wendy Smith thanked USPS for dramatic improvement in marketing mail during this peak season. There
were double digit improvements over last year.
Wendy Smith asked about overall impact of COVID on staffing.
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DISCUSSION TOPIC – Communications
•

Communications between the industry and USPS were an issue. Communications are essential for 2022.
For 2022 there are two major events -mid-term elections and peak. Would like to start earlier with
communications.
ACTION ITEM
Remittance Mail performance

•

How is the service standard for Remittance Mail measured and reported? How does this compare to
what Industry is seeing?
• Also, as the Network changes, how do we monitor and report what Industry is seeing?
• Can this be assigned to User Group #15 for discussion?
ACTION ITEM
Industry Connect Dashboard
•

Can a User Group or Work Group be assigned to collaborate with the USPS regarding the Industry
Connect Dashboard for enhancements to provide additional data and enhance existing data?

Parcels

(Caddy, MTAC Industry Leader)

DISCUSSION TOPIC – Potential package scanning issues
•

Don Caddy had questions about packages and scanning. He mentioned the low scanning rate for
International packages at the Destination Delivery Units (DDU).
• Were incorrect barcodes scanned due to multiple barcodes on each package?
• International packages tend to show low scanning scores.
• Suggested that this be a User Group #2 effort?
ACTION ITEM
DDU Scanning performance on International packages
•

Leslie Johnson-Frick - To review scanning scores on international packages and report.

MISC.

(Collinson, MTAC Industry Leader)

DISCUSSION TOPIC – Alternative specifications for paper
•
•
•

Bob Schimek brought up a desire to work with the USPS on alternative paper weights/specifications with
USPS Engineering.
Some mailers didn't have availability a 60-pound paper but had 55-pound paper which is a thicker
caliber than 60-pound.
Chuck Tricamo/USPS wasn't willing to test it.

ACTION ITEM
Alternative specifications for paper
•

Industry to work with USPS Engineering on the possibility of updating paper specifications to a wider
range due to the reduction of paper availability overall.
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